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After years of planning, students can now pick up coffee or a snack, sit with friends, and enjoy new spaces, New Places to study, socialize & snack

Banned Books Week is an annual event celebrating the freedom to read and the importance of the First Amendment. The Friends of the University Libraries sponsor a Banned Books Week event each year to promote awareness of the importance to academic freedom and support for the First Amendment. The event is open to the public.
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The Learning Commons - which includes the new Learning Commons Learning Resource Center, University Archives, and the University Libraries' Special Collections - is a resource for students and faculty for any subject area - a great resource for students.
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Happy New Year!

Academic support resource for students.

Assistance, moved from Moseley Hall to the first floor study spaces.

Floor was renovated to include more modern, quiet spaces and innovative services.

Students and faculty have a new space in which to meet, the much-anticipated Thinkers’ Café, an Outtakes functionality to the campus community.

Instruction librarians have been actively introducing its purpose and promoting its benefits to the campus community.

Bibliofiles highlighting recent library activities, new staff I am pleased to share information in this issue of Bibliofiles.

Search for a book, journal, article, magazine or e-book in the University Libraries Unveil New Search Tool.

The new search engine is located on the library home page and searching for a book, journal, article, magazine or e-book in the University Libraries Unveil New Search Tool.
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The University Libraries selected the Outtakes feature for the new search engine.

The ability to limit results to items immediately available.
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The functionality to cut and paste citations or export citations in preferred styles;
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Thank You, Class of 1971

In addition to seeding old friends during the BICG1 Classes reunion weekend, the Class of 1971 pledged support to the University Libraries through a group memorial gift.

In addition, the Wm. T. Jerome Library offered a new social space for students and faculty with the addition of the monument to the library’s interior.
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